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Mindsets Challenges Library

Math Challenges - Number and Algebra - VCMNA181-284

NBA Draft Advisor
You’ve been hired by the NBA to help new players manage their millions. Meet with players from both the men and women’s NBA to 
help them review how to keep financial records. VCMNA186, VCMNA189, VCMNA190, VCMNA191

Travel Through Africa
You’re planning a trip throughout Africa, choose which countries you’ll visit and then plan how to pay for each part of your exciting 
adventure. Use debits cards, credit cards, checks, bank transfers, and new forms of electronic payment like Venmo and blockchain 
currency as you travel. VCMNA186, VCMNA189, VCMNA190

Living on Your own
Monique and David have just finished University and are living on their own! Help them start their new, exciting lives by making sure 
they have enough money to eat, sleep and go on adventures. VCMNA181, VCMNA192

Pay Them All!
You’re an entrepreneur and have just opened a new branch of Dogtopia - a company which caters to dogs! Make sure that you are 
paying all of your workers correctly, and avoid fees from the government. VCMNA183, VCMNA185

Relocate!
You’ve gotten a new job in Hawaii! Choose your new job, your new home and calculate how much you’ll make and need to pay to 
live in this beautiful destination. VCMNA193

Diligent Deductions
You’ll analyze a budget, and calculate whether a monthly salary (after taxes!) allows you to live. Brush up on your percents and 
decimals to complete this challenge while learning about taxes, gross pay, and wages. VCMNA191, VCMNA241

Flip This House!                                                                                       
You’re flipping or updating an old home to make $$. You’ll need to use your math skills to balance the budget for all of the planned 
upgrades and unplanned surprises for flipping a home. VCMNA209, VCMNA210

Piles and Holes 1, Digging
In Part 1 Digging - We explore what happens when we combine sand piles with other sand piles. Piles with holes? Holes with holes? 
We’ll use piles & holes of sand to represent adding positive and negative numbers. VCMNA210

Piles and Holes 2, It’s Raining Opposites
In Part 2 - Raining Opposites, we build on a strong conceptual understanding of what opposites are. VCMNA210

Piles and Holes 3, Collecting and Sorting
In Part 3 - Collecting and Sorting, we learn how to use parantheses to communicate clearly when working with collections of piles 
and holes. VCMNA210, VCMNA220

Piles and Holes 4, Evaluating
In Part 4 - Evaluating, we practice adding and subtraction of parentheses, collections of piles & holes, in different ways! VCMNA210, 
VCMNA220

Save the Elephants
You’re raising money to support a wildlife sanctuary (a safe place) for elephants. Every time someone donates money, they receive 
a prize. The larger the donation, the better the prize! After a successful donation campaign, determine who gets what prize. 
VCMNA210, VCMNA241

Party Planner
You’re a party planner planning the graduation party for a local high school. Keep track of the money spent to make sure you stay 
below your $100,000 budget. VCMNA214

Mindsets Challenges are standards-aligned, modular, and fully interactive inquiry-based math lessons inspired by real-world 
situations with math foundations and PBL extensions. Each Challenge is designed for 1-2, 45-60 minute class blocks, making 
its implementation into existing curriculum and teaching schedules seamless. 

Number and Algebra

James Tanton collection
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Math Challenges - Number and Algebra - VCMNA181-284

You’ve Been Accepted to Harvard
You’ve been admitted to Harvard, one of the most prestigious school in the world! Now, how are you going to pay for it? Find out 
how you can use savings, grants, scholarships, loans and work-study to pay for this amazing opportunity. 6.EE.5, VCMNA213, 
VCMNA214, VCMNA215

Own a Business #1
News media outlets report that teenagers spend most of their money on food! You decide to buy a takeout restaurant like Taco Bell, 
McDonalds or Chick-Fil-A. Decide which one to buy and then calculate best options for a bank. VCMNA216

Own A Business #2
You buy a Chick-Fil-A! Part of owning this business is selling meals to customers who use both debit and credit cards. Calculate 
your sales and also determine which is better for you to use, credit or debit cards for your own purchases. VCMNA217, VCMNA218

Electric Cars 1
You’re working for Tesla to create an ad to promote the new Model 3 car! First, let’s analyze data and compare it to a competitor’s 
car.VCMNA219

Electric Cars 2
As Tesla’s new advertising intern, you’ll use your data to create a viral ad for Tesla’s new Model 3 to post on social media sites like 
Twitter, Facebook and Snapchat! To help analyze the data, you’ll use both arithmetic and geometric sequences. VCMNA219

Sedan versus Sports Car?
Twin siblings Alisha and Maria both want a fancy sports car but will need an excellent credit score to get it. If their credit is not high 
enough then they’ll have to get a cheaper car, like a sedan. Help them learn how to read a credit report and see if they can drive 
away with a new sports car! VCMNA219

Choose Your Own Career
You’re deciding what to study in college; choose between some careers and determine how much you’ll make in your entire lifetime. 
VCMNA220, VCMNA253

Help Demi!
Demi Lovato needs your help to determine her net worth, and what money she earns and owns; create a net worth statement and 
present to her and her family. VCMNA240, VCMNA244

Bracelet Business
In your bracelet business, you create specially made brands for your customers. In this challenge, you’ll create and design special 
patterned bands for clients using a basic design. VCMNA251, VCMNA252, VCMNA253

Invest your $$ for a New Car
You’ve worked all summer to save money for a new car, before you get your license, you can invest this money! Calculate how much 
money you’ll have based on how you invest your money and choose a new car. VCMNA251, VCMNA252, VCMNA253

Diligent Deductions
You’ll analyze a budget, and calculate whether a monthly salary (after taxes!) allows you to live. Brush up on your percents and 
decimals to complete this challenge while learning about taxes, gross pay, and wages. VCMNA191, VCMNA241

Kardashian Family on the Move
The Kardashian family are filming a new reality show where they’ll live like “normal” people. Your job is to scope out the finances of 
major cities around the country to see how much money they can spend. VCMNA244, VCMNA246

Theme Park App
Six Flags Magic Mountain has recently been voted best amusement park for teens. To improve services for visitors, Six Flags needs 
your help introducing a cost calculator app, which lets visitors plan and enjoy their visit. Let’s get started!
VCMNA252, VCMNA253

Choose Your Own Career
You’re deciding what to study in college; choose between some careers and determine how much you’ll make in your entire lifetime.
VCMNA220, VCMNA253

Where to Work: Tech Career
You’ve been offered two jobs - one by Google and one by Amazon. Which will you 
pick? Use salary and company data to make a decision! VCMNA284, VCMSP270
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Math Challenges - Number and Algebra - VCMNA181-284

Where to Work: Road to College
College is expensive, so you start working and saving early. You’ve been offered jobs by subway and McDonald’s. Which one will 
you choose? VCMNA284, VCMSP270

Buy a Gaming System
Compare and contrast incentives to buy a new gaming system from a variety of online vendors. They’ll offer you free games, add-
ons and a host of other offers to get you to buy their gaming system. VCMNA247, VCMNA249, VCMNA250

Concert T’s
You have been late to work one too many times! Your boss has had enough and said that two more late arrivals and you’re fired. 
Everyday it takes a different amount of time to get to work. Look at the speed limit and traffic lights to determine the minimum and 
maximum amount of time it should take you to arrive at work and make a plan to keep your job.VCMNA247, VCMNA248, VCMNA249

Solar Energy for Power
In this challenge, the University of California system has hired you as as a design engineer to power key buildings through solar 
panels. Use your math skills to determine the number of solar panels needed to keep University of California buildings running and 
successfully pioneer sustainable business practices! VCMMG286, VCMNA277

Ice Cream Truck Business
You use the Apple Square to make sales for your ice cream truck business. You also can accept payment using Venmo, credit cards, 
debit cards and cash. Which is the best for your business? Explore how different payment methods affect your earnings. VCMNA278

Price for Kicks
Help Nike to relaunch one of its best selling sneakers! You’ll pick a retro sneaker, then work out costs and a range of sales and 
profits. VCMNA276, VCMNA277, VCMNA278

Sunset Sales
You are head of marketing for McDonalds with a new idea -  try a revised, special menu with a Sunset theme - Sunset Shakes, 
Sunset Burgers, and Sunset Snacks. Before you launch nationwide, track sales for your menu items to determine which items are 
earning you the most $$ and to make the case for the new menu. VCMNA278, VCMNA363

Amazing Race Adventure
You’re a producer for the exciting TV show, The Amazing Race: Teen Edition.  You’re in charge of planning an episode where 
participants jump from country to country facing challenges.  You’ll book flights, convert $$ and then choose a city for final 
competition. VCMNA276, VCMNA277

Artwork Sale
You’ve sold a piece of art work at a high price, great job! Find out how much you earned on this sale after paying sales tax and 
income tax. As you continue to sell more and more paintings, sculptures and mosiacs, you’ll need to recalculate your earnings. 
VCMNA248, VCMNA276

Become a Real estate Expert
On the TV show House Hunters, you sell the most amazing homes in the world. Calculate how much money you’ll make as a real 
estate agent! VCMNA276, VCMNA277

Pizza Delight
Are you happy with your school lunches? Whole Foods is partnering with your school to test a new pizza dish, and they’d like your 
help.VCMNA276, VCMNA277

Bitcoin Buy-out
A few years ago, you bought Bitcoin, a new version of money, which have skyrocketed in value! You’re selling most of your Bitcoins; 
make decisions about what to do with your earnings: buy a boat, a house. BUT you don’t want to run out of money so you’ll need to 
make financial responsible decisions. Explore how to in this challenge. VCMNA282

Sales Ramp
A competitor is about to overtake Nike’s sales! You’ve got one chance to pick an advertising method that will grow weekly sales the 
fastest. VCMNA277, VCMNA283

More Perfect Platform
Preparation for the 2028 Olympics in Los Angeles has already begun! You’ve done such an excellent job designing platforms, that 
the Olympic Committee has asked you to inspect new platforms. You’ll be in charge of ensuring the fencing and pole vaulting 
platforms are mathematically perfect. Get to work!. VCMNA275
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Math Challenges - Number and Algebra - VCMNA181-284

Perfect Platforms
The 2028 Olympics in Los Angeles will be here soon!  You’ve been hired to design sports’ platforms for this event. With the 
attention of the world focused on the games, be precise and calculate exactly the dimensions for sports like Judo, Weightlifting and 
Gymnastics. VCMNA275

Best Cell Plan 
Verizon is restructuring, and you’ll be a part of the new Verizon Consumer Group! As a pricing analyst in Verizon’s elite marketing 
team, you will create the best possible smartphone pricing plans for customers. Based on a variety of customer profiles, use linear 
equations to determine which plan is the best for each customer, and launch a successful marketing campaign. VCMNA284

Doggy Day Care
You’re on the move: making $$ and walking furry four-legged friends. You’ll set a financial goal and determine how many puppies 
and their pals you need to walk to reach that goal. VCMNA277

Become a Real estate Expert
On the TV show House Hunters, you sell the most amazing homes in the world. Calculate how much money you’ll make as a real 
estate agent! VCMNA276, VCMNA277

Choose a Car to Buy
You’ll choose the car of your dreams and determine how the interest rate and loan length affect how much you’ll pay for the car. Use 
math to get in the ride of your dreams. VCMNA277
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Math Challenges - Measurement & Geometry - VCMMG229-289

Design a Logo: Gourmet
It’s your big chance to create a new logo for the world famous Kraft Heinz Company using transformations and congruent shapes. 
VCMMG229

Design a Logo: Social Media
Facebook recently experienced a major drop in stock value following privacy breaches and reports of fake accounts. You’re a new 
graphic designer, and you’ve got a brilliant idea. If Facebook were to re-brand, it would earn back consumer trust. So you’ve decided 
to create & share a new logo for this world-famous company! To do this, you’ll identify and describe rotations, translations, and 
reflections that move 1 congruent shape to another. Then, you’ll develop a new logo using rigid transformations and congruent 
shapes. VCMMG229

Eye-catching Advertising
You design and create famous images for companies, artists and websites to use in their advertisements. In this challenge, you’ll be 
asked to use geometry to make eye-catching, engaging images. VCMMG229

Antique Athletes
Antique Athletes wants to send big boxes of baseballs to the Dominican Republic. As the supply chain specialist, balance volume 
and cost to decide which box is the most cost-effective for the job. VCMMG196, VCMMG225, VCMMG259

Solar Energy for Power 
In this challenge, the University of California system has hired you as as a design engineer to power key buildings through solar 
panels. Use your math skills to determine the number of solar panels needed to keep University of California buildings running and 
successfully pioneer sustainable business practices! VCMMG286, VCMNA277

Packaging Sporting Goods 
As a new Packaging Engineer for Amazon, you’re always looking for ways to reduce cost and waste. A main part of your cost is 
packaging, and it is expensive! Using surface area calculations, you’ll lower costs by packaging goods more effectively, and thus 
help keep Amazon a world leader. VCMMG289

Space Mission 
You are an aeronautical engineer working with NASA to build a new spaceship as well as a living pod. Use your understanding of 
volume and ratio to send astronauts and their guests, like you, into space! VCMMG289

Mindsets Challenges Library
Mindsets Challenges are standards-aligned, modular, and fully interactive inquiry-based math lessons inspired by real-world 
situations with math foundations and PBL extensions. Each Challenge is designed for 1-2, 45-60 minute class blocks, making 
its implementation into existing curriculum and teaching schedules seamless. 

Measurement & Geometry
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Mindsets Challenges Library
Mindsets Challenges are standards-aligned, modular, and fully interactive inquiry-based math lessons inspired by real-world 
situations with math foundations and PBL extensions. Each Challenge is designed for 1-2, 45-60 minute class blocks, making 
its implementation into existing curriculum and teaching schedules seamless. 

Statistics and Probability

Math Challenges - Statistics and Probability - VCMSP268-299

NBA Draft Challenge
As a sports team manager, use data to determine which players you should choose for your team! VCMSP268, VCMSP269, VCMSP270

Work for the Summer
You have job offers from Starbucks, McDonalds, KFC, and Subway to work this summer. Calculate how much you’ll earn this 
summer, and then, start a savings plan as well as see how much money you’ll have for summer adventures. VCMSP268

Sports Stats Prediction
As a sports statistician, your job is to record data, determine probabilities and make predictions on games and players using 
statistics. Using probabilities, you’ll first analyze and predict the winner of a basketball game, next analyze performance on a 
hockey team, and last help Serena Williams win her next match! VCMSP267

Price Consultant
The price of flights can change each and every day. How are we be able to know if we get a good deal? Create an app that will 
help people know by creating a poll and analyze your data to suggest the best price for your population. VCMSP270, VCMSP271, 
VCMSP326, VCMSP350

Where to Work: Tech Career
You’ve been offered two jobs - one by Google and one by Amazon. Which will you 
pick? Use salary and company data to make a decision! VCMNA284, VCMSP270

Where to Work: Road to College
College is expensive, so you start working and saving early. You’ve been offered jobs by subway and McDonald’s. Which one will 
you choose? VCMNA284, VCMSP270

Teen Gym
You just launched a new gym, where people can work-out and take fitness classes. You will need to set a price for gym 
memberships and pay your employees. Can you make it work? VCMSP297

Social Media Expert
Big companies like, Starbucks, Nike, Chipotle, Netflix and Panera, are all buying advertising with social media companies. They want 
to attract more teens to their business. Work as an advertising agent and survey your peers to determine where and how these big 
companies should sell their ads. VCMSP298, VCMSP299
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LEGEND
Victorian Curriculum

Victorian Curiculum Standard - See appendix for the full standard
VCMNA: Number and Algebra      VCMMG: Measurement & Geometry      VCMSP: Statistics and Probability  


